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The Very Short Story of how Aotearoa Became New Zealand 

and Little River got its Railway: 
 

Way back in the first half of the nineteenth century, even before Aotearoa-New Zealand 

became the most sparkling jewel in the British crown, there were people here, and those 

people were still mostly the tangata whenua.  At first European contact with Māori was 

fleeting – the pākehā came and they saw and they left, leaving behind them only 

footprints, perhaps a bit of casual destruction, and disease.  But as the 1800’s dawned, 

New Zealand had begun to join the global trading network.  The country’s fledgling 

economy was quite a half-baked and tentative thing, dependent at first on slaughtering 

seals in their millions, and then on doing the same to whales.   

Early Settlers cutting down trees. 

Flax and timber would soon be added to that domestic output.  By now, the odd pākehā 

loner had settled, and the odd missionary was mooching around, each marketing their 

own brand of civilisation as they went, and each selling it with that tried and true blend 

of Christianity, infection and firearms.  

 

Then, in 1838, Edward Gibbon Wakefield and a few chums experienced what would 

now be described as a brain fart.  No one really seemed to own New Zealand, they 

reasoned, so why not sell bits of it to aspiring settlers?  And so they bought into a little 
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business created some twelve years earlier by one John George Lambton, the future 

Lord Durham.  Lambton had creatively named his enterprise The New Zealand 

Company, and thought he’d bought a million acres of the country during a failed 1826 

venture – a venture which cost its shareholders £20,000 (a little over two and a half 

million in today’s money), leaving Lambton with a lot of explaining to do at the 1826 

AGM.    

Wakefield was not new to get-rich-quick schemes.  His biggest achievement to date 

had been the kidnapping of a fifteen year old girl (a potentially wealthy heiress), whom 

he forced to marry him.  However, that earned him not money, but a three year prison 

sentence.  So it may be reasonable to assume he was a little out of his depth in the real 

estate business.  But never one to let incompetence hold him back, Wakefield put his 

back into the new venture, and thus the fledgling company proceeded to fall at the first, 

second and third hurdles.  

Lake Wairewa meets the sea. (Courtesy Kā Huru Manu - is administered by the Ngāi Tahu Archive Team alongside 

the 18 Ngāi Tahu Papatipu Rūnaka, and under the guidance of Te Pae Kōrako. 

Firstly, Māori proved reluctant to part with their land, and disputed that previous sales 

had been genuine.  Secondly, the middle and upper classes, who were to have been the 

backbone of this new Southern Utopia, balked at the idea of undertaking a three month 

sea voyage to the bottom of the world where cannibalism was rumoured to be rife, and 

there was a genuine fear that you would have to live your life standing upside down.  

And finally, the whole business had been undertaken without the approval of the British 

government, which was now hesitant to recognise the land claims. 

Nevertheless, while the Māori population was declining, due to the aforementioned 

disease and firearms, word seemed to have leaked out that New Zealand wasn’t such a 

bad place to set up a new life – not so much for the upper crust, but more for those who 
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earned their living by sweat and toil.  By mid-century Europeans had begun dribbling 

in at an alarming rate.  And seeing trees they decided that the best thing to do was to 

chop them down and graze sheep and cattle. 

Looking at the Wairewa district today, it’s hard to imagine how it must once have been 

– pā sites scattered from Kaitorete Spit all the way to Akaroa, with Little River’s centre 

being the community in Pā Road (and further settlements in Kinloch Road and Okuti 

Valley.  There were pristine waterways, and forests of tōtara and matai.  Early 

European settlers commented that the birdsong in the bush by Lake Wairewa (although 

it was then a bay) was sufficiently loud as to preclude casual conversation.  And it was 

this bush that drew settlers, and eventually the railway, to Little River. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“Pilgrim”.  This painting by renowned railway enthusiast and artist, W. W. Stewart depicts the 

Canterbury Provincial Railway’s locomotive Pilgrim during its historic first outing at Ferrymead in 

December 1863. It captures something of the excitement and novelty of early rail experiments. 

 

Up until the mid-1880’s the new colony’s mini economy had been booming along, all 

on the back of borrowed money.  The simple fact of the matter was that we’d been 

spending beyond our means – borrowing money to fund the wars between the new 

settlers and the disgruntled tangata whenua, and borrowing money for our attempts to 

provide a little infrastructure for our growing settlements.  Part of that infrastructure 

was rail, and on December 1st 1863 the country’s first railway line (in the “Irish” 5ft 

3in gauge) was opened, linking Christchurch to the boat landing at the head of the 

Heathcote Estuary.  Not to be outdone, Southland soon began building in the more 

common 4ft 8½in gauge.   

By 1849 the Canterbury Provincial Council had become sufficiently confident about 

its future that it abandoned its half-baked and foolhardy plans to hack a canal through 
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Woolston, to create an anchorage adjacent to what was then Lancaster Park, and had 

instead decided to push a rail tunnel through the Port Hills to the natural port of 

Lyttelton.   

Meanwhile, Sir Julius Vogel, variously a finance minister and Prime Minister between 

1863 and 1869, a man dedicated to the concept of credit, resolved to borrow ten million 

quid (around $2.2 billion in today’s currency), to build a rail network, complete with 

stations.  Now rail building began in earnest, and it was decreed that our standard gauge 

would be a measly 3ft 6in, forever dooming us to a wobbly ride.  The Lyttelton Tunnel 

was opened to tumultuous fanfare in June of 1874, and the main trunk line was already 

heading south.  In 1877 it had reached Oamaru, in 1878 it was welcomed into Dunedin, 

and in 1879 Invercargill saw its first train. 

Meanwhile, what would become known as the Little River Branch Line had stalled at 

Prebbleton in 1875.  The swampy, insect-infested stretch from there to Birdlings Flat 

was proving to be an obstacle that few wanted to surmount, despite the lure of fine 

timber that was now being milled at Little River, carted down a wooden tramline, then 

barged across Lakes Wairewa and Waihora.   

But now the credit chicken had begun clucking loudly at the door of the coop.  Not for 

the first time, and certainly not for the last time, our expenditure exceeded our income.  

The final impetus for a 20 year slump in New Zealand was the collapse of the City 

Bank of Glasgow in 1878.  It triggered a domino effect that would create economic 

hardship in the country until almost the turn of the century.   

 

 

 

 

Little River Railway Station 1895  (Courtesy CCC Library) 
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Nevertheless, it was during the period of financial doldrums that the Little River Line 

again began to nudge towards its destination.  By 1882 it had traversed the worst of the 

ground, and reached Birdlings Flat.  Almost four years later, on 11th March 1886, the 

line arrived in Little River.  The all-up cost was £85,929 (or about $17,000,000 in 

today’s currency). 

The station would follow soon after, but, due largely to cost, the proposed extension to 

Akaroa would never happen.  But then, that’s another story.1  

 

The AGM: 
 

In September the Little River Railway Station Trust held its annual general meeting, a 

quiet affair, at the Little River Service Centre.  The executive was re-elected unopposed, 

as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

Five of eight of the executive: Colin Higginbottom, rock star Jody Tuckwell, engine driver Andrew 

Wilson, Rob McFarland, Marie McFarland. 

Warren Brixton (chair).  Warren’s background is in local government.  A member of 

the Trust for four years, this is his third term as chairman.  During his tenure the Trust 

has grown considerably.  

Jody Tuckwell (secretary).  Jody is an engineer, whose skills come in useful in the 

various projects the Trust undertakes.  His fourth term as secretary.      

                                           
1 For a more complete picture of the Little River Branch Line, see Full Steam Ahead! The Advent of the Railway in Little 

River, by Robin McFarland. 
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Marie McFarland (treasurer).  Marie’s history is in design and book-keeping.  Fourth 

stint in the treasury role, Marie is also treasurer of the associated Craft Station. 

John Calvesbert.  John is a career fire fighter, now retired.  John has been associated 

with the Trust for many years, and an executive member for two.  John’s handiwork is 

particularly apparent in the station’s gardens.  

Colin Higginbottom.  Colin is a sign-writer/screen printer, now semi-retired.  An 

executive member for four terms, station signs and printed shirts are done by Colin. 

Rob McFarland.  Fourth term on the executive, Rob was previously in project 

management.  He now assists in running a farm stay and indulges in some writing. 

Ken Sitarz.  Ken’s association with the Trust dates back almost to its inception.  Ken 

liaises with the Craft Station, arranges working bees, and has been active in 

championing local causes for many years. 

Lynne Sitarz.  Along with Ken, Lynne has been affiliated with the Trust for more than 

twenty-five years.  Both Ken and Lynne have been hands-on members, assisting in the 

very practical tasks involved in preserving the station.  

Andrew Wilson.  A self-confessed foamer, what Andrew doesn’t know about trains 

isn’t worth knowing.  A former chair of the Trust, Andrew has been associated with it 

for almost ten years. 

 

Station Upgrade: 
During October and November, the station has been getting a much-needed upgrade.  

Rotten weatherboards and structural timbers have been replaced, and the exterior has 

been re-painted.  All that is needed now is to replace the entry doors which, due to the 

more than one hundred and forty thousand visitors who pass through them each year, 

have become rather tired and worn. 

 Before                                                                              After 
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The Goods Shed: 

 
The goods shed refurbishment has been proceeding apace over winter and spring, and 

is now almost complete.  The official opening is scheduled for early in the New Year. 

 

 

From the “Not Everyone Knows That about Trains” 

Department: 

 

Where Old Trains Go to Die: 
 

There is a prevailing myth that elephants all go to a certain place to die, a bit like plastic 

pens.  No one ever sees them do it, and no one’s ever found the big pile of elephants 

(or plastic pens).  The obvious flaw to this argument is that elephants are big, and if 

they’ve all been going to the same place to die for the last few million years, there’d 

be a heap of dead elephants large enough to sink Africa.  Which it seems there isn’t. 

Railway rolling stock is also big, particularly locomotives, and when they die the issue 

immediately becomes, what do you do with them?  Cars are easy, as Judith Collins will 

tell you.  You simply crush them, and then perhaps you recycle them.  Or if you’re 

fortunate enough to live in Japan, you can send your useless old car to New Zealand, 

where we might manage to wring another few hundred thousand kilometres out of it.  

A hundred tonne locomotive is a different proposition, and a hundred tonnes of 

suddenly useless steel was even more of a conundrum a hundred years ago. 

Fortunately a ready answer presented itself in 1937 when F156, a Vulcan Foundry 

machine, tottered off the rails at the hands of a less than competent shunter, and toppled 

onto the Oamaru foreshore.  Recovery 

efforts only worsened things, and it was 

eventually decided that F156 was 

irrecoverable.  Simultaneously it was 

discovered that the Oamaru foreshore 

was rapidly eroding, and subscribing to 

the  “kill  two  birds  with  one  stone” 

philosophy, New Zealand Railways 

shoved F156 back into its partially 

watery grave, where it got a new lease of 

life as erosion control.  

F Class Locomotive.  (Courtesy Alexander Turnbull Library) 
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So successful was this plan that a series of 

dead, dying and damaged locomotives 

followed suit.  J15, another Vulcan engine, 

soon joined its stable mate, to be followed 

by J82 and J83, a pair of Avonside Engine 

Company locos, J117 (made by Neilson 

and Company), and Robert Stephenson’s 

J121.   

 

J Class Locomotive.  (Courtesy Alexander Turnbull Library) 

 

A further Avonside machine, R271, was dumped, before Little River made its sole 

contribution to Oamaru’s erosion problem.  Between 1927 and 1934, RM6, an Edison 

electric railcar, had plied the Little River Branch Line, making the journey twice daily, 

with a four hour battery charge between 

trips.  But in 1934 disaster struck.  RM6 

was charging its batteries in the 

Christchurch workshops, when it and the 

workshop were destroyed in a fire.  With 

little remaining but the bogies Little River’s 

pride and joy was beyond repair, and these 

bogies eventually found their way to join 

the rusting remains of their steam-powered 

companions on the Oamaru foreshore. 

RM6 Edison Electric Railcar.  (Courtesy Alexander Turnbull Library) 
 

A further five locomotives ended their days off Oamaru before the practice ceased.  

And then, as steam passed into history, the value of these dumped machines became 

apparent, and a recovery effort was launched.  Salt water is not kind to steel, so what 

was able to be recovered was minimal.  WA 120, a Stephenson loco, is the only known 

survivor of the J Class tank locomotive conversions.  UC 366 was dragged from its 

resting place, restored, and is now on display at Oamaru.  UB 17 and UB 282, 

respectively built by Brooks Locomotive Works and Baldwin Locomotive Works, are 

now on display in Waitara.  A single Fairlie driving bogie was all that remained of 

R271.  And RM6?  Well, its two bogies are now on display at the Ferrymead Heritage 

Park. 

The Oamaru foreshore was not the only graveyard for rolling stock, of course.  Erosion 

was considered to be a problem around the piers of the rail bridge on the Midland Line, 

where it crosses the Bealey River, a couple of puffs short of Arthur’s Pass Village.  
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Most relics dumped here have now been recovered, and some restored.  What was not 

redeemable has been buried. 

A little further down the track, at Cora Lynn, NZR had established a kind of ad hoc, 

open air workshop, where workman worked in blistering heat or freezing cold.  Deleted 

stock was stripped of component parts, and the remains dumped in an adjacent quarry.  

During the mid-twentieth century disused wooden passenger coaches were sent from 

the Addington Workshops, then shunted onto the Bealey river bed, where they were 

set alight, with any retrievable metal parts being returned to Addington.  With the 

development of Arthurs Pass as a significant National Park, there were successive 

attempts to clean up the mess, and in the 1990’s the Department of Conservation finally 

buried the rusting relics that remained in the Cora Lynn dump site in the riverbed. 

 

Branxholme was a specialised steam 

locomotive and wagon dump, sited on the Oreti 

River, a little north of the Wairio Branch Line 

in Southland.  It hosted twelve locos in its 

heyday, most of which have been salvaged. 

 

K88, built by Rogers Locomotive in New Jersey, was salvaged from the Branxholme dump site, and is 

now on display at Plains Vintage Railway. 

 

Omoto, near Greymouth, was another erosion 

control scheme that became the final resting 

place for at least a dozen steam-powered 

machines.  LA 312 was dumped in 1929, and 

serious dumping began in 1957. 

 

 

LA 312 in happier times.  A Nasmyth Wilson machine, it was recovered in 2005, and awaits restoration 

at the Midland Rail Heritage Trust, in Springfield. 

 

Other official dump sites in New Zealand include: Westfield, in Auckland (locomotives 

dumped there were eventually retrieved by enterprising Aucklanders, and sold for 

scrap); Beaumont, in Central Otago; the Mokihinui River (the Seddonville Branch 

Line), and at Mararoa, in Southland. 
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And then of course there were the various do-it-yourselfers – places where someone 

thought, hang on, we’ve got a big hole in the ground, and we’ve got a big old steam 

engine, so why don’t we just put the second one into the first one.  A recent example 

is the small loco reported to be buried at the former Ravensdown site in New Plymouth, 

and about to be unearthed as part of the construction of a shopping complex. 

 

If there is a happy ending to this sad tale of past wanton destruction of superb examples 

of the loco-maker’s art, it’s that many fine pieces have been taken from their graves, 

and given new lives.  There are now more than a hundred railway-themed museums 

around the country, some larger, such as Ferrymead, and some, like Little River, 

committed to remembering a piece of their individual history.   

 

 

Final Toot from the Engine Driver: 
From Trust Chairman, Warren Brixton 

 

The Branch Line: 

As a 7-year-old I used to enjoy the fun that only children of that age can enjoy, 

watching trains being one of my favourite pastimes.  My uncle was postmaster of 

Kurow township (better known now as the birthplace of All Black captain Ritchie 

McCaw), alongside the Waitaki River in North Otago.  Many a memorable school 

holiday was spent there. 

An early morning start from Christchurch Station on the Christchurch/Invercargill 

express was a real adventure, with a stop at Ashburton for the adults on board to grab 

a sandwich and cup of tea.  Then it was on to Timaru for another brief stop, before 

ending my rail journey further south, at Oamaru.  From there it was by NZ Road 

Services bus to Kurow, passing through the small settlements of Georgetown and 

Duntroon. 

One of the magical benefits of staying in Kurow was its proximity to the railway station 

and engine shed – just over the back fence in fact.  Every afternoon around two-thirty 

I would go to the station and await the arrival of the mixed goods train from Oamaru.  

Looking back, it was really quite a ritual, with the Class AB steam engine and station 

master the star performers. 
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Just before 3pm the train, having trundled its way up the valley from Oamaru, would 

stop about a kilometre short of the station, beside a signal box.  At 3 p.m. the station 

master, resplendent in black uniform, would emerge from the station onto the platform 

and look up and down the main line.  Then the show would begin. First, he would 

consult his pocket watch, confirming that it aligned with the time on the station clock.  

Seeing the train down the line he would jump up and down, blow his whistle and 

furiously wave his green flag in the direction of the train. 

The engine would respond with clouds of black smoke from its stack, the whistle would 

blow, and the train would thunder towards the station.  Once it got near, the station 

master would ring the station bell, then quick march into the station to either have a 

cup of tea or telegraph Oamaru of the train’s arrival. 

With a screech of metal, the train would pull up at the station, the engine would be 

uncoupled, and it would chuff chuff away to a sort of triangle where, by going 

backwards and forwards over several sets of points it would end up facing the opposite 

direction. From there it would busily shunt the wagons onto side-tracks and into the 

goods shed. Eventually all being done it would back up the line and into the engine 

shed for the night 

In those days’ goods could only be transported by rail, trucks being limited in the 

distance they could transport goods – rail transport was King! 
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The newsletter for the Little River Railway Station Trust is a quarterly publication.  

Should you wish to contribute, please forward to: robin.mcfarland@xtra.co.nz 

Postal contributions can be sent to: 

   Rob McFarland 

   P.O. Box 38, Little River 

   Canterbury, New Zealand 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                         

 

 

Little River Railway Station Trust, Main Road, Little River   

Email: lrrst1886@gmail.com 

Website: littleriverrailway.co.nz 
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